In this paper, we provide a generic anytime lower bounding procedure for minmax regret optimization problems. We show that the lower bound obtained is always at least as accurate as the lower bound recently proposed by Chassein and Goerigk [2] . The validity of the bound is based on game theoretic arguments and its computation is performed via a double oracle algorithm [6] that we specify. The lower bound can be efficiently computed for any minmax regret optimization problem whose standard version is "easy". We describe how to efficiently embed this lower bound in a branch and bound procedure. Finally we apply our approach to the robust shortest path problem. Our numerical results show a significant gain in the computation times.
Introduction
The definition of an instance of a combinatorial optimization problem requires to specify parameters (e.g., costs of edges in a network problem) wich can be uncertain or imprecise. For instance, instead of specifying scalar values, there are situations where only an interval of possible values is known for each parameter. It is then assumed that the different parameters (e.g., the different costs of edges) may take any value of the given interval independently of the other parameters. The assignment of a scalar value in each interval is called a scenario.
One may then optimize the worst case performance (i.e., performance of the considered solution in the worst possible scenario) but this approach often leads to an overly conservative solution. A less conservative approach, which is known as minmax regret, minimizes the maximum difference in the objective value of a solution over all scenarios, compared to the best possible objective value attainable in this scenario. Unfortunately, all minmax regret versions of combinatorial optimization problems with interval data turn out to be NP-hard.
Thus, the investigation of algorithms that provide solutions with a good performance guarantee in polynomial time is of great importance. Kasperski and Zielinski proved that the algorithm that returns a midpoint solution (i.e., an optimal solution in the scenario where one takes the middle of each interval) has an approximation ratio of 2 [5] . Recently, Chassein and Goerigk presented a new approach for determining a lower bound on the objective value of a minmax regret solution. It allows them to compute a tighter instance-dependent approximation ratio of a midpoint solution, that is of course at most 2 [2] . Moreover they showed how their bound could be used in a branch and bound framework for the minmax regret version of the shortest path problem with interval data, and obtained an improvement on the computation times, especially when the uncertainty is high.
Following Chassein and Goerigk, we also present a very general approach to compute a lower bound on the objective value of a minmax regret solution. Compared to the result by Chassein and Goerigk, our approach further improves the instancedependent approximation ratio of a midpoint solution. Furthermore, we show how this bound can be used in a branch and bound algorithm for the minmax regret version of the shortest path problem with interval data. Comparing our results with the ones obtained by Chassein and Goerigk [2] and Montemanni et al. [9] we find considerable improvements in the computation times.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In section 2, we recall the definition of a minmax regret problem and define our notations. In section 3 a game theoretic analysis of the minmax regret version of a combinatorial problem is developed, which helps us derive a precise lower bound on the objective value of a minmax regret solution. The method to compute this lower bound uses a double oracle algorithm that we describe in section 4. In section 5 we discuss how our work can be used efficiently in a branch and bound algorithm. Lastly, in section 6, we test our approach on the mimax regret version of the shortest path problem with interval data.
Minmax regret problems
To study minmax regret problems, we adopt the notations of Chassein and Goerigk [2] . A combinatorial optimization problem is stated as follows:
where X ⊂ {0, 1} n =: B n denotes the set of feasible solutions, and c i represents the cost of element i. We refer to (1) as the classic optimization problem.
In robust optimization, instead of considering only a single cost vector c we assume there is an uncertainty set U ⊂ R n of different possible cost vectors c. Each possible cost vector c is also called a scenario. Two approaches can be distinguished according to the way the set of scenarios is defined: the interval model where each c i takes value in an interval [c i , c i ] and where the set of scenarios is defined implicitly as the Cartesian product U = × n i=1 [c i , c i ]; the discrete scenario model where the possible scenarios consist in a finite set of cost vectors. Intuitively, a robust solution is a solution that remains suitable whatever scenario finally occurs. Several criteria have been proposed to formalize this: the minmax criterion consists of evaluating a solution on the basis of its worst value over all scenarios, and the minmax regret criterion consists of evaluating a solution on the basis of its maximal deviation from the optimal value over all scenarios.
We consider here the approach by minmax regret optimization in the interval model. For a feasible solution x, the regret induced by a scenario c is defined as the difference between the realized objective value val(x, c) and the best possible objective value min y val(y, c) in this scenario, where val(x, c) = n i=1 c i x i . The (maximal) regret of a feasible solution x is then defined as the maximal regret induced by a scenario. More formally, we have:
where x c = arg min x∈X n i=1 c i x i is an optimal solution of the classic optimization problem for cost vector c. In the following, for brevity, we may denote by val * (c) = val(x c , c) the objective value of an optimal solution of the classic optimization problem for cost vector c.
In a minmax regret optimization problem, the goal is then to find the feasible solution with minimal regret. Thus, the minmax regret optimization problem can be formulated as:
The optimal value for this problem is denoted by OP T in the remainder of the article. As stated in the introduction, most minmax regret versions of classic optimization problems are NP-hard. It is therefore worth investigating polynomial time approximation algorithms. To the best of our knowledge, the most general approach in this concern is the midpoint algorithm proposed by Kasperski and Zielinski [5] which returns a solution x mid minimizing n i=1ĉ i x i , whereĉ i = (c i + c i )/2. The regret of a midpoint solution x mid is always not more than 2.OP T [5] . While there are problem instances where this approximation guarantee is tight, the regret is actually smaller for a lot of instances. In order to account for that, one needs to design a tighter instance-dependent ratio. In this line of research, Chassein and Goerigk [2] show how to improve the 2-approximation guarantee for every specific instance with only small computational effort. To this end they propose a new lower bound on the minmax regret value. This lower bound is then used to compute an instance-dependent approximation guarantee for a midpoint solution that equals 2 in the worst case.
In this paper we show that this instance-dependent approximation guarantee can be further improved. To do so, we propose an anytime algorithm to compute a lower bound (at least as tight as the one of Chassein and Goerigk) on the minmax regret value. The algorithm is based on game theoretic arguments and uses a double oracle approach [6] . The computed lower bound is then used to further improve the instance-dependent approximation guarantee of a midpoint solution.
Game Theoretic View
We now provide a game theoretic view of robust combinatorial problems. This will allow us to define the lower bound considered in this paper.
The minmax regret optimization problem defined by (4) induces a zero-sum twoplayer game where the sets of pure strategies are the set of feasible solutions X for player 1 (also called x-player) and the set of scenarios U for player 2 (also called cplayer). The resulting payoff is then given by Reg(x, c), the regret of using solution x in scenario c. Obviously, the x-player (resp c-player) aims at minimizing (resp. maximizing) Reg(x, c). The x-player (resp. c-player) can also play with a mixed strategy by playing according to a probability distribution P X (resp. P U ). We denote by P X (x) (resp. P U (c)) the probability to play strategy x (resp. c) in mixed strategy P X (resp. P U ).
We denote by ∆ X (resp. ∆ U ) the set of probability distributions over set X (resp. U), by P X (resp. P U ) a probability distribution in ∆ X (resp. ∆ U ). We follow the convention to denote random variables with capital letters (e.g., we write C instead of c to denote random cost vectors).
The regret function Reg(., .) is then extended to mixed strategies by linearity. Put another way, if the c-player plays P U , the regret of the x-player for mixed strategy P X is the expectancy x∈X c∈U P X (x)P U (c)Reg(x, c).
Best response functions and lower bound
Given the strategy of one player, a best reponse is an optimal pure strategy that can be played by the other player. We will call a best x-response (resp. c-response) a best response of the x-player (resp. c-player). We can now state some results on the best responses of each player.
Observation 1.
A best x-response to a scenario c is given by x c .
The next observation is a well known characterization of a worst scenario for a given feasible solution and has been used in many related papers [4, 1] . The scenario c x belongs to the subset of extreme scenarios: a scenario c is said to be an extreme scenario if ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, c i = c i or c i = c i . Given an extreme scenario c, we will denote by ¬c the opposite extreme scenario defined by ¬c i = c i if c i = c i and c i otherwise. While c x is the most penalizing scenario for solution x, ¬c x is the most favorable scenario for solution x.
Observation 3.
A best x-response to a mixed strategy P U is given by xc wherec is defined byc = c∈U P U (c)c.
Proof. It follows from the following sequence of equalities:
In the last line, the second term does not depend on x. By definition, the solution that minimizes the first term is xc.
Observation 3 gives us a convenient way to determine a best response for the xplayer against a mixed strategy of the c-player. Conversely, determining a best response for the c-player against a mixed strategy of the x-player is slightly more involved.
To give the intuition of the way a best c-response (i.e., a worst scenario) to a mixed stragegy can be characterized, it is useful to come back to the case of a best c-response to a pure strategy. Given a feasible solution x, the worst scenario in Observation 2 is the one that penalizes most x. Actually, one can consider a dual viewpoint where one favors most the solution that will induce the max regret for x. While the best cresponse to a mixed strategy does not generalize the best c-response to a pure stragegy as described in Observation 2, it generalizes the alternative worst scenario given by the dual viewpoint. For the convenience of the reader, we show how to obtain this alternative worst scenario for a pure strategy on a simple example. x is defined by x 3 = x 5 = 1 and x i = 0 for i ∈ {3, 5}. It is then easy to see that the scenario c defined by c i = c i if x c x i = 1 and c i otherwise yields the same regret for x, and is therefore also a worst scenario for x. In the small numerical example, it corresponds to c 1 = 4, c 2 = 5, c 3 = 1, c 4 = 3 and c 5 = 0. This is the above-mentioned alternative worst scenario. Now, this idea can be generalized to characterize a best c-response to a mixed strategy P X , as follows:
1. identify a specific scenarioc P X (to be precisely defined below, and that amounts to c
x if P X chooses x with probability 1) that takes into account the expected value of x i (i = 1, . . . , n) given P X ; 2. compute the best feasible solution xc P X regarding this scenario; this is a solution that will induce the max regret for P X ;
3. the worst scenario c P X for P X is defined by c
and c i otherwise; this is indeed a scenario that maximizes the regret of choosing P X instead of xc P X .
This principle can be formalized as follows:
Proposition 1. Given a probability distribution P X , let xc P X be an optimal solution in scenarioc P X defined byc
A best c-response to P X is given by extreme scenario c P X where c P X is defined by c
Proof. We are looking for an extreme scenario c that maximizes Reg(P X , c). To do so we introduce a new regret function Reg(x, y, c) which returns the regret of playing solution x instead of solution y in scenario c. More formally:
This function is also extended by linearity to mixed strategies. Note that Reg(x, c) is simply Reg(x, x c , c). This new function allows us to reason in terms of solutions instead of scenarios. Indeed, it is easy to see that:
Thus, we are now looking for a solution y that maximizes Reg(P X , y, ¬c y ). The following analysis shows how to compute such a solution.
Therefore if we denote by ∆ i the contribution of having y i = 1 (i.e. how having y i = 1 impacts Reg(P X , y, ¬c y )) then:
Hence:
As the second term of the sum does not depend on y our optimization problem amounts to find y that maximizes yi=1 ∆ i or equivalently that minimizes yi=1 −∆ i which is exactly a classic optimization problem with costs −∆ i .
We will now use the following proposition from Chassein and Goerigk to show how the notion of best response can help us in designing a lower bound on OP T .
Proposition 2.
[2] Let P U be a mixed strategy of the c-player, we have:
In other words, the min-expected regret of the x-player when playing a best response to a mixed c-strategy is always a lower bound on OP T . The lower bound we study in this paper, LB * , is the best possible lower bound of the type described by proposition 2. More formally :
Relation with Chassein and Goerick's bound
Let us denote by LB CG the lower bound designed by Chassein and Goerigk. In order to compare LB CG with LB * , we now provide a game theoretic interpretation of LB CG .
Definition 1.
A mixed c-strategy P U is said to be centered if:
Put another way, the previous definition means that, in a centered strategy, the expected cost of each element i is the arithmetic mean of c i and c i .
Definition 2. The support of a mixed strategy P is the set of pure strategies that are played by P with a non-zero probability.
The lower bound given by Chassein and Goerigk [2] is the best possible lower bound of the type described by proposition 2 when the c-player only considers the restricted set∆ U of centered mixed strategies with two equally likely extreme scenarios c and ¬c as a support (which guarantees that the mixed strategy is centered because (c i +¬c i )/2 = (c i +c i )/2). We can now write more formally the lower bound designed by Chassein and Goerigk as:
As∆ U ⊂ ∆ U , LB * will always be at least as accurate as LB CG , i.e. LB * ≥ LB CG . Another direct consequence of this observation is that LB * ≥ Reg(xĉ)/2 because Chassein and Goerigk proved that:
Relation with Nash equilibrium
We show here that determining LB * amounts to identifying a mixed Nash equilibrium of the game induced on feasible solutions and scenarios. First, it is well-known in game theory that min x∈X Reg(x, P U ) = min P X ∈∆ X Reg(P X , P U ) (i.e., there always exists a best response that is a pure strategy). Therefore our lower bound can be rewritten as:
A mixed Nash equilibrium is a couple (P X , P U ) such that:
Thus, the lower bound LB * corresponds to the value of a mixed Nash Equilibrium (NE). The next theorem proves that a mixed Nash equilibrium always exists in the game induced by feasible solutions and scenarios. Theorem 1. There exists a (possibly mixed) Nash equilibrium in the zero-sum twoperson game induced by the feasible solutions and the possible scenarios.
Proof. Consider the game where the pure strategies of the c-player are restricted to the extreme scenarios. The number of feasible solutions and of extreme scenarios is finite. Therefore, the game is finite. In a finite zero-sum two-player game, the von Neumann's minimax theorem insures that there exists a (possibly mixed) Nash equilibrium. It is then easy to realize that this NE is also a NE of the original game. Indeed, as a best cresponse can always be found as an extreme scenario, the c-player will not find a better response in the original game than the one he is playing in the restricted game.
Determining a mixed Nash equilibrium can be done by linear programming [3] . Nevertheless, for the game considered here, the complete linear program, that involves as many variables as there are pure strategies for both players, would be huge, and it is therefore not worth considering its generation in extension. In the next section, we will present an algorithm able to solve this game while avoiding the ex-ante enumeration of all pure strategies.
Solving the Game
The game can be solved by specifying a double oracle algorithm [6] adapted to our problem.
Double oracle approach. The double oracle algorithm finds a Nash equilibrium for a finite zero-sum two player game where a best response procedure (also called oracle) exists for each player. Given a mixed strategy P X (resp. P U ), BR c (P X ) (resp. BR x (P U )) returns a pure strategy c (resp. x) that maximizes Reg(P X , c) (resp. minimizes Reg(x, P U )). Those two procedures directly follow from Proposition 1 and Observation 3. Each procedure only requires to solve one classic optimization problem. The algorithm starts by considering only small subsets S x and S c of pure strategies (singletons in Algorithm 1) for the x-player and the c-player, and then grows those sets in every iteration by applying the best-response oracles to the optimal strategies (given by the current NE) the players can play in the restricted game G = (S x , S c , Reg). At each iteration of the algorithm, an NE of G is computed by linear programming (note that the game considered here is not the whole game but a restricted one). Execution continues until convergence is detected. Convergence is achieved when the best-response oracles generate pure strategies that are already present in sets S x and S c . In other words, convergence is obtained if for the current NE both players cannot improve their strategies by looking outside of the restricted game. One can also notice that at each step, due to Proposition 2, the regret obtained by x = BR x (P U ) against the mixed strategy P U is always a lower bound on OP T . Therefore we can hope that a good lower bound on OP T can be obtained before convergence and after only a few iterations of the algorithm.
Algorithm 1: Double Oracle Algorithm
Data: Feasible solutions X and possible scenarios U, singletons S x = {x} including an arbitrary feasible solution and S c = {c} including an arbitrary extreme scenario Result: a (possibly mixed) NE 1 converge ← False 2 while converge is False do 3 Find Nash equilibrium (P X , P U ) ∈ G = (S x , S c , Reg) 4 Find x = BR x (P U ) and c = BR c (P X ) 5 if x ∈ S x and c ∈ S c then converge ← True else add x to S x and c to S c 6 return (P X , P U )
The correctness of best-response-based double oracle algorithms for finite twoplayer zero-sum games has been established by McMahan et al [6] ; the intuition for this correctness is as follows. Once the algorithm converges, the current solution must be an equilibrium of the game, because each player's current strategy is a best response to the other player's current strategy. This stems from the fact that the best-response oracle, which searches over all possible strategies, cannot find anything better. Furthermore, the algorithm must converge, because at worst, it will generate all pure strategies.
Note that it is guaranteed that feasible solutions that are not weak will never be generated by the double oracle algorithm. A feasible solution is said to be weak if it is optimal for some scenario. Subsequently, an element i ∈ {1, . . . , n} is said to be a weak element if it is part of a weak solution. Because each oracle solves a classic optimization problem for a specific scenario, a feasible solution that is not weak will never be generated. A preprocessing step could therefore be done by removing nonweak elements. Note however that the difficulty of this preprocessing step is highly dependent on the problem under study. For instance, while deciding whether an edge is weak or not can be done in polynomial time for the robust spanning tree problem [11] , it has been shown to be NP-complete for the robust shortest path problem [4] .
According to the problem instance and the uncertainty set over costs U, the set of generated strategies for both players may either 1) remain relatively small or on the contrary 2) become very large. Therefore, the running time of the double oracle algorithm will be highly dependent on the fact that the problem instance belongs to case 1) or 2). Our intuition is that, for real world problems involving a small number of feasible solutions that deserve to be considered, the problem instance will yield case 1). Secondly, for instances yielding the second situation we expect the double oracle algorithm to provide a good lower bound on OP T after only a few iterations of the algorithm.
Adapting the lower bound for a branch and bound procedure
We now show how our lower bound can be adapted to be used in a branch and bound procedure. It is well-known that two key ingredients for a successful branch and bound procedure are: i) the accuracy of the lower bound, ii) the efficiency of its computation. In order to speed up the computation of the lower bound at each node, one can take advantage of the information obtained at the father node. This is the topic of this section.
In the branch and bound we use in the sequel of the paper, a node, defining a restricted set X ⊆ X of feasible solutions, is characterized by a couple (IN (X ), OU T (X )), where IN (X ) ⊆ {i ∈ {1, . . . , n} : x i = 1, ∀x ∈ X } is the set of all elements that are enforced to be part of every feasible solution in X , and OU T (X ) ⊆ {i ∈ {1, . . . , n} : x i = 0, ∀x ∈ X } is the set of all elements that are forbidden in any feasible solution of X . The branching scheme consists in partitioning X into two sets by making mandatory or forbidden an element k ∈ {1, . . . , n}\(IN (X )∪OU T (X )):
• the first child is the set X ⊆ X characterized by IN (X ) = IN (X ) ∪ {k} and OU T (X ) = OU T (X ),
• the second child is the set X ⊆ X characterized by IN (X ) = IN (X ) and OU T (X ) = OU T (X ) ∪ {k}.
At a node X of the branch and bound tree, the computation of the lower bound amounts to determine: max
Our double oracle approach will be unchanged except that given a probability distribution P U over extreme scenarios, the best response procedure of the x-player will now return the best possible response in X . The double oracle algorithm will hence generate a restricted game G X = (S x , S c , Reg) where all strategies in S x will be in X .
Two things can be noted to speed up the computation of the lower bound at nodes X and X . To initialize the set of feasible solutions in games G X and G X we partition the set S x of generated feasible solutions in game G X into two sets S k x = {x ∈ S x : x k = 1} and S k x = {x ∈ S x : x k = 0}. The former is used as initial set in G X and the latter in G X . The handling of set S c differs. The set of generated scenarios is indeed not dependent on the explored search node as the branching scheme does not add constraints on the scenarios. Therefore at each new node the current set S c of all scenarios generated so far in the course of the branch and bound is the new initial set of scenarios in Algorithm 1.
6. Application to the robust shortest path problem
Problem description
In this section we illustrate how our work can be used on the minmax regret version of the shortest path problem [7, 8, 9, 4] . In this problem, a directed graph G = (V, E) is given where V is a set of vertices, numbered from 1 to |V|, and E is a set of edges. A starting vertex s ∈ V and a destination vertex t ∈ V are given and an interval [c ij , c ij ] ⊂ R + is associated to each edge (i, j) ∈ E, where c ij (resp. c ij ) is a lower (resp. upper) bound on the cost induced by edge (i, j). Without loss of generality, we assume that s = 1 and t = |V|. An example of a graph with interval data is shown in Figure 1 . For the robust shortest path problem, each of the two oracles used by Algorithm 1 requires to run Dijkstra's algorithm once. Thus, they can be performed very efficiently.
The robust shortest path problem in the interval model was first studied by Karasan et al. [4] who provided the following Mixed Integer Linear Program (MILP) to solve it:
subject to
where
One can notice that the relaxed version of this mixed integer linear problem where variables y i,j can take any value between 0 and 1 solves exactly the same problem as our double oracle algorithm. Indeed it computes the mixed strategy over paths with minimax regret. As it will be shown by the numerical tests, depending on the structure of the graph G, running the double oracle algorithm is much faster than solving the linear relaxation. Furthermore, the double oracle algorithm has the advantage over the linear program that it does not need an explicit representation of graph G. Indeed, it only uses Dijkstra's algorithm.
We believe that this connection between the game theoretic view and the relaxed versions of MILP formulations of minimax regret problems is more general. Indeed, this connection is also valid for the MILP solving the minmax regret spanning tree problem and developed by Yaman et al. [11] .
Branch and bound algorithm for the minmax regret shortest path problem
Montemanni et al. [9] proposed a branch and bound algorithm for the minmax regret shortest path problem. The branching strategy generates a search tree where each node corresponds to a subset X of feasible solutions characterized by a subset IN (X ) of mandatory edges and a subset OU T (X ) of forbidden edges. Note that the following property is guaranteed by the branching strategy: IN (X ) always contains a chain of connected edges which form a subpath starting from s. For a detailed presentation of the branching strategy, the reader is referred to the article by Montemanni et al. [9] . The authors use the following lower bound LB M GD (X ) on the max regret of a subset X of feasible solutions defined by IN (X ) and OU T (X ):
where SP (c, A, B) is the value of the shortest s−t path including all edges from A and excluding all edges from B in scenario c, and c A is the scenario where all the edges in A are set to their upper bound and all others are set to their lower bound. The computation of LB M GD (X ) requires two runs of Dijkstra's algorithm: one run for computing SP (c E , IN (X ), OU T (X )) and one run for computing SP (c E\OU T (X ) , ∅, ∅).
Alternatively, the lower bound proposed by Chassein and Goerigk [2015] as detailed in section 3.2 reads as follows if one focuses on a subset X of feasible solutions:
where E P (X) denotes the expectancy of random variable X given the probability distribution P and where the distribution P (on extreme scenarios) that maximizes LB CG (X ) is determined by resorting to Suurballe's algorithm [10] . Overall, the computation of LB CG (X ) requires three runs of Dijkstra's algorithm: one run for computing SP (ĉ, IN (X ), OU T (X )) and two runs involved in Suurballe's algorithm.
In the following, we compare the results obtained by using one or the other of these two bounds in a branch and bound with the ones obtained by using the lower bound provided by the double oracle algorithm. In the double oracle algorithm, the best responses are computed by resorting to Dijkstra's algorithm both for the x-player and the c-player:
• x-player: the best response procedure uses Dijkstra's algorithm to find the best s in − t path according to the scenario as defined in Observation 3, where s in is the last node of the subpath defined by IN (X ) and where all edges in OU T (X ) have costs set to infinity. The subpath defined by IN (X ) and this path are then concatenated to obtain the best x-response.
• c-player: the best response procedure uses Dijkstra's algorithm to find the best s − t path according to the scenario as defined in Proposition 1. The best cresponse is then obtained by setting the costs of edges along this path to their lower bound, and the costs of other edges to their upper bound.
As the best responses generated are transmitted from a search tree node to its children (see the end of Section 5), the computation of the lower bound speeds up with the depth of the considered node in the branch and bound procedure.
Experiments
We evaluate our approach using two different experiments using the shortest path problem as an example. In a first experiment, we compare the accuracy and computation time of different lower bounds on the minmax regret. In the second experiment, we test how a branch and bound algorithm using the lower bound investigated in this paper compares with the previous results by Chassein and Goerigk [2] and Montemanni et al. [9] . All times are wall-clock times on a 2,4 GHz Intel Core i5 machine with 8GB main memory. Our implementation is in C++, with external calls to GUROBI version 5.6.3 when (possibly mixed) linear programs need to be solved. Lastly, all single-source single-target Dijkstra algorithms are implemented in a bidirectional fashion and the lower bound designed by Chassein and Goerigk is computed using Suurballe's algorithm [10] . All results are averaged over 100 runs.
Chassein and Goerigk [2] considered two different types of randomly generated graph classes. We consider the same graph classes and respect the same experimental protocol.
The generation of the costs is parametrized by two parameters, namely r and d. The graph family R-n-r-d-δ consists of randomly generated graphs such that each graph has n nodes and an approximate edge density of δ (i.e. the probability that an edge exists is δ). The starting vertex s is the first generated node of the graph and the destination vertex t is the last generated node of the graph.
The second graph family K-n-r-d-w consists of layered graphs. Every layer is completely connected to the next layer. The starting node s is connected to the first layer and the last layer is connected to the destination node t. The overall graph consists of n nodes where every layer contains w nodes.
First Experiment. In this experiment we compare the computation time and accuracy of several lower bounds on the minmax regret:
• The lower bound studied in this paper and computed using the double oracle algorithm is denoted by LB * .
• We will use LB * n to denote the lower bound obtained when the double oracle algorithm is stopped after n iterations regardless of the fact that convergence has been attained or not. The returned lower bound is then given by the regret Reg(BR x (P U ), P U ), where BR x (P U ) is the last best x-response generated.
• The lower bound corresponding to the optimal value of the the relaxed version of the MILP formulation of the robust shortest path problem is denoted by RMILP; we recall that the value of this lower bound is the same as LB * .
• The lower bound designed by Chassein and Goerigk and computed using Suurballe's algorithm is denoted by LB CG .
• The lower bound designed by Kasperski and Zielinski, i.e. the regret of the midpoint solution divided by 2, is denoted by LB KZ .
To compare the accuracy of these lower bounds, the following ratios are computed. The closer they are to 1, the more accurate are the lower bounds.
• We denote by Gap-medSol the approximation guarantee obtained for the midpoint solution. It corresponds to the regret of the midpoint solution divided by the considered lower bound.
• When considering the double oracle algorithm, we will design by minSol the element of minimum regret in the set composed of the midpoint solution and of the admissible solutions of the restricted game (i.e., generated by the double oracle algorithm). Gap-minSol represents the obtained approximation guarantee for the minSol solution. It corresponds to the regret of the minSol solution divided by the considered lower bound. Table 2 : R100-1000-0.5-0.5
• Lastly, we denote by Gap-Opt the gap between the considered lower bound and OPT. It corresponds to OPT divided by the considered lower bound. The value OPT is computed using the mixed integer linear program in Equation 10 .
The results are presented in Tables 1 to 4 for R-graphs and 5 to 8 for K-graphs 1 . Notation "inf" stands for an infinite gap (obtained if the lower bound is 0 with OP T = 0). We can make the following observations.
For R-graphs, we see that the computation of LB * is much faster with the double oracle algorithm than with the MILP, while it is the opposite in K-graphs. Indeed, intuitively, in R-graphs few paths will be interesting (paths with few edges) and the double oracle algorithm will converge after few iterations of the algorithm whereas in K-graphs, the number of interesting paths may explode with the size of the graph (all paths have the same number of edges).
For both types of graphs, LB * is of course more computationally demanding than LB KZ and LB CG but it is much more accurate and this is often true after only a few iterations of the double oracle algorithm (see LB * 15 for instance). Finally, note that Gap-minSol can be slightly better than Gap-medSol, but globally, it does not improve much the approximation guarantee. The reason is that the regret of the midpoint solution is often close to OP T , as confirmed by the numerical data.
We have performed the same experiments on two valued-graphs representing real cities (the edge values represent distances):
• a graph representing New York city with 264346 nodes and 733846 edges, time for lb (ms) Table 9 : NYC
• a graph representing the San Fransisco Bay with 321270 nodes and 800172 edges.
Those graphs are available on the website of the 9 th DIMACS implementation challenge on the computation of shortest paths. For these two graphs, for each instance, the starting node and the destination node are randomly drawn according to a uniform distribution. For each cost c ij , the lower bound c ij (resp. upper bound c ij ) is randomly drawn according to a uniform distribution in interval [c ij − c ij /10, c ij ] (resp. [c ij , c ij + c ij /10]). The results are presented in Tables 9 and 10 . For those two graphs, LB * is much faster to compute with the double oracle algorithm than with the M ILP (twice faster for New York and 9 times faster for San Francisco). Furthermore, after 20 iterations of the algorithm we obtain a lower bound close to LB * which gives a much better approximation guarantee than with LB KZ or LB CG .
Second Experiment. In a second experiment, we compare the performances of four exact solution approaches: three branch and bound algorithms and the approach consisting in solving the MILP formulation of Equation 10 . The three branch and bound algorithms use a best-first exploration strategy of the search tree generated by the branching procedure designed by Montemanni et al. [9] Table 11 : Large R-graphs
For small instances of each graph class, we compare the time needed for each algorithm to solve the problem to optimality and the number of nodes expanded in the branch and bound tree. The solution times are measured in milliseconds. The results are averaged over 100 randomly generated graphs. For the computation of LB * the number of paths in the restricted game is upper bounded by 50. Put another way, the double oracle algorithm must return a bound after at most 50 iterations. The results are presented in Figures 2 and 3 . Note that the curves are represented in a logarithmic scale on the y-axis for the graphs giving the evolution of the solution time (left side of Figures 2 and 3) .
For R-graphs we see that all three branch and bound algorithms outperform the algorithm solving the MILP, except for BB M GD that performs very badly if the cost variability is too large. This can be seen in Figure 2 .d) where the number of expanded nodes explodes for high cost variabilities. Except for very low cost variabilities, BB * performs best on average thanks to the very low number of expanded nodes.
For K-graphs we see that all three branch and bound algorithms are outperformed by the algorithm solving the MILP, except when the layer size is large. Indeed, as already noted by Chassein and Koenig, the number of edges in the graph increases with the layer size, which impacts badly on the computation times for the MILP. Regarding the way the branch and bounds compare themselves, usually BB M GD performs least except when the layer size is large, and BB CG performs slightly better than BB * . Indeed as seen in the previous experiment, LB * is not favored by K graphs due to the possible large number of interesting paths between s and t.
We conclude our experiments by comparing the three branch and bound algorithms on "large" R-graph instances. The results are presented in Table 11 . Algorithm BB * explores very few nodes and outperforms the two other branch and bound algorithms on the three types of graphs considered. This experiment confirms that BB M GD is very sensitive to cost variability explaining its poor behavior on graphs with high cost variability. Finally, BB CG is more penalized by the large size of the graph. This is easily explained by the fact that Suurballe's algorithm (called many times in BB CG ) requires to run a single-source all-target Dijkstra's algorithm while only single-source single-target Dijkstra's algorithms are required in BB * and BB M GD . 
Conclusion
In this paper, we have provided a game theoretic analysis of minimax regret versions of combinatorial optimization problems with interval data. This analysis enabled us to design a general anytime algorithm to compute an accurate lower bound on the minmax regret. We discussed how this lower bound can be efficiently used in a branch and bound algorithm and provided experimental results on the robust shortest path problem showing that our approach leads to a significant improvement of the computation times on many instances.
For future works, a straightforward research direction would be to investigate the benefits of using the lower bounding procedure proposed here within solution algorithms for other minmax regret optimization problems. Furthermore, it could be worth investigating alternate approaches to solve the game in the lower bounding procedure. Even if the double oracle algorithm performs well in practice, no upper bound on the number of iterations has been established in the literature (other than the total number of pure strategies in the game). In this concern, Zinkevich et al. [12] proposed an alternative approach to solve massive games with a theoretical upper bound on the number of generated strategies. It could be interesting to study the practical performances obtained for the lower bounding procedure if one substitutes the double oracle algorithm used here by their approach. Lastly, as emphasized by Chassein and Goerigk [2] , note that any probability distribution over U can be used to compute a lower bound for the minmax regret. Their bound is obtained by using a very limited set of probability distributions over U. On the contrary, our lower bound relies on the entire set of probability distributions over U. One research direction could be to investigate "intermediate" sets of probability distribution over U (i.e., wider than the set used by Chassein and Goerigk, but tighter than the set we use), that would still provide a good accuracy of the lower bound, together with a strong algorithmic efficiency of the lower bounding procedure.
